Parachutes

STEM Adventure To Go
These supplies are provided in the packet:
4 feet of string
Coffee filter
1 Pipe cleaner
Tissue paper
4 Pony beads

You will need to provide
scissors and other
parachute material, such
as plastic, cloth, or paper

Try using different materials
as the parachute and see what
material creates the most drag
for the fall. You can use other
items like a plastic bag or
paper too!

Try adding or subtracting pony beads to your
pipe cleaner person to change the outcome of
the fall!

EXPERIMENT LOG
Drop your parachute 3-4 times with
each material variation and write down
the time for each. You can use a timer,
or count out loud!
Longest flight with a coffee filter:
____________________
Longest flight with tissue paper:
____________________
Longest flight with ___________:

Instructions
STEPS #4-6
1. Cut your string into 8-12 pieces
2. Create a pipe cleaner person
3. Add pony beads to your pipe cleaner person
4. Attach four pieces of string evenly around your
chosen parachute material
5. Attach the string to your pipe cleaner person
6. Test your parachute using the experiment log
7. Switch up your materials to test a new factor

STEP #9
When a skydiver releases a parachute, it unfolds
and quickly traps air, which increases the
amount of air resistance and slows the skydiver
to a safe descent speed.

What factors affect flight?

____________________
Longest flight with ___________:
____________________
Many thanks to Shakopee High
School CAPS interns Gabrielle
and Oforiwaa for planning and
assembling this activity!

DRAG: resistance to moving through air, like parts
sticking up or rough surfaces. The parachute size and
material will affect the amount of drag.
GRAVITY: light-weight materials help fight against
STEP #10
gravity's pull to the ground.

Read More!
All About Forces
by Angela Royston

Parachute
by Danny Parker

Higher, steeper, faster :
the daredevils who
conquered the skies
by Lawrence Goldstone

Inside Pararescue
by Howard Phillips

TARGET CONTEST
Put this target on the ground, hold the parachute at head level,
and drop it toward the target. How many tries before you hit
the target? Keep increasing the height and see how far away
you can get and still hit the target.

